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ABSTRACT
Virtual reality (VR) leverages human sight, hearing and touch senses
to convey virtual experiences. For d/Deaf and hard of hearing (DHH)
people, information conveyed through sound may not be accessible.
To help with future design of accessible VR sound representations
for DHH users, this paper contributes a consistent language and
structure for representing sounds in VR. Using two studies, we
report on the design and evaluation of a novel taxonomy for VR
sounds. Study 1 included interviews with 10 VR sound designers
to develop our taxonomy along two dimensions: sound source and
intent. To evaluate this taxonomy, we conducted another study
(Study 2) where eight HCI researchers used our taxonomy to doc-
ument sounds in 33 VR apps. We found that our taxonomy was
able to successfully categorize nearly all sounds (265/267) in these
apps. We also uncovered additional insights for designing accessible
visual and haptic-based sound substitutes for DHH users.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Virtual reality (VR) environments are filled with a rich diversity of
sounds ranging from sounds that provide critical notifications (e.g.,
video-game “enemy” footsteps) to those that increase realism (e.g.,
wind blowing in a nature simulation) [2, 6]. For many d/Deaf and
hard of hearing (DHH) people1, these sounds, and the information
they convey may not be accessible, which may limit their VR ex-
perience (e.g., by missing critical cues in games or conversations
in social apps). Our research explores how to make sounds in VR
accessible to DHH people. This goal is multifaceted, and to begin
with, requires a thorough understanding of how different sounds
are used and represented in VR. In this paper, we present a design
and evaluation of a novel taxonomy to organize and discuss VR
sounds with a long-term goal to make them accessible to DHH
people.

While prior work has articulated several taxonomies of sounds,
the focus has largely been on organizing real-life sounds such
as animal calls [9, 35], human speech [4, 32], and music [18, 37].
These taxonomies are not amenable for VR worlds, which also
include many synthetic sounds (e.g., Foley [52]) and exaggerated
representations of real-life sounds [7]. A few sound taxonomies
exist for (2D) video games and films [14, 15, 47], which relate more
closely to VR than real-world sound taxonomies. However, they
have several limitations. First, these taxonomies either cover the
source (e.g., a character speaking) or the intent (e.g., to convey
critical information, to increase realism) of sounds, but not both [15,
19]. Accounting for only one dimension often leads to ambiguity
in certain nuanced meanings of sounds—for example, the intent
of a character’s speech (sound source) could be to convey critical
cues for progression in a game or could just be street noise for
increasing realism. Second, prior taxonomies were constructed for
two dimensional screens and, in contrast to our taxonomy, fail to
account for 3D spatial variations in VR (e.g., a character speaking in
1Two of our paper authors, including the first author, are DHH.
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front of a player vs. a background narrative speech). Finally, prior
taxonomies were built for specific applications (e.g., action games
[47] or animation movies [14]) while our taxonomy is broadly
applicable across different VR app categories.

To design and evaluate our taxonomy, we performed two studies.
First, we interviewed 10 VR sound designers who described their
experience of designing sounds for VR apps including the different
types and characteristics of VR sounds. Through qualitative anal-
ysis, we developed our novel sound taxonomy consisting of two
dimensions: sound source (e.g., inanimate objects, point ambience)
and intent (e.g., for conveying critical information, for inducing
affective state) as well as uncovered additional themes that may
influence VR sound accessibility for DHH users (e.g., character-
istics such as volume, persistence, and spatial location as well as
whether the sound is accompanied by visual or haptic feedback).
To evaluate our taxonomy across different VR apps, we conducted
a second study where eight hearing HCI researchers used 3-5 VR
apps each (a total of 33 apps across 10 categories) and classified the
sounds in these apps using our proposed taxonomy. We found that
our taxonomy was able to describe nearly all sounds (265/267) in
these apps. We also identified what sound categories are important
to represent accessibly and design considerations for developing
accessible visual and haptic augmentations for these sounds.

In summary, our work contributes: (1) a novel taxonomy that
articulates both the source and intent of sounds across different VR
apps, and (2) additional insights from two studies with 10 sound
designers and 8 HCI researchers including several design consider-
ations for making VR accessible to DHH users.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
We provide background on DHH culture as well as discuss prior
work in sound taxonomies and VR accessibility.

2.1 Background on DHH Culture
For many DHH people, the degree of hearing loss is only a small
aspect of their disability and does not determine their choice of
language or accessible technologies [6, 27, 31]. To understand what
factors affect inclusion, researchers have composed three models of
deafness: medical, social and cultural [6, 54]. In the medical model,
a person with hearing loss is seen as wanting to restore normal
hearing. In the social model, a DHH individual is considered as
needing to integrate into the society of hearing people. Finally, in
the cultural model, a DHH person is viewed as part of a culture or
community with a distinct visual language. Usage of these models
depends on the research goals [6, 27]. For example, to develop
hearing aids and cochlear implants for (partially) restoring hearing,
researchers primarily embody the medical model [6]. Here, we
leverage the social and cultural perspectives of DHH people when
addressing VR accessibility.

Within the cultural model, an individual can identify as deaf,
Deaf (capital ‘D’), or hard of hearing. The term “Deaf” refers to
people who belong to a Deaf culture with common language, val-
ues and practices (see [6, 28, 31] for details). In contrast, the terms
“deaf” and “hard of hearing” indicate someone for whom deafness
is primarily an audiological experience and who refrain from mem-
bership to a particular community [6, 31]. Individuals belonging to

these groups do not have a distinct cultural identity of their own,
and they may choose to interact with either hearing or Deaf people
based on their comfort [6, 31]. Our work addresses all three DHH
groups.

The preferences for sound information may differ across DHH
cultural groups. For example, prior large-scale surveys for real-life
sounds [2, 13] have shown that people who prefer oral communi-
cation may be more interested in some sounds (e.g., phone ring,
conversations) than those who prefer sign language. Neverthe-
less, both groups have uniform preferences for characteristics of
sounds, desiring some (e.g., identity, location) more than others (e.g.,
loudness, pitch), and both prefer using both visual and vibration
modalities for receiving sound feedback [2, 13]. These preferences
may also influence the design of VR sound accessibility.

2.2 Sound Taxonomies
To assist with the growing sound classification research, past work—
including specifically for DHH people [2, 13, 23]—has largely fo-
cused on identifying taxonomies of real-life sounds for different
contexts and use cases, such as restaurants [29], urban areas [16, 43],
animals [9, 35], speech [4, 32], and music [18, 37]. We instead detail
taxonomies of sounds in video games and films, which relate more
closely to VR than real-world sounds.

Three decades ago, a common classification of (2D) video game
sounds included three categories: speech, sound, and music [3, 19].
This taxonomy was limited and, for example, could not distinguish
between background and foreground sounds [19] such as music
in the background vs. music from in-game elements such as a pi-
ano. Folmann [14] extended this classification by distinguishing
background and foreground sounds (a common categorization of
film music [8, 50]), leading to four categories: voice, sound effects
(foreground), ambience (background), and music. Although valu-
able, this taxonomy only reveals the source of the sound and not
the intent for the player’s experience [15, 19]. Similarly, Stock-
burger [47]—who introduced the concept of diegesis to distinguish
sounds that are linked to objects in the game world (e.g., footsteps,
car engines) from those that are not (e.g., background music, in-
terface clicks)—divided the game audio based on “sound objects”:
speech (dialogue), zone (ambience), score (music), effect (diegetic
game sounds), and interface (non-diegetic menu sounds). While
employed for nearly a decade in audio production process [19, 26],
this classification also does not easily reveal the sound intent.

To reveal the intent of the sounds, Friberg and Gärdenfors [15]
proposed a categorization based on organization of sound assets in
the game—that is, avatar sounds, object sounds, character sounds,
ornamental sounds, and instructions. However, this approach ap-
plied only to specific avatar-based games, and seldom disclosed
the source of the sound [19, 47]. Several iterations of Friberg and
Gärdenfors’ taxonomy exists (e.g., IEZA [19]), although each with
its notable criticisms (e.g., [1, 26]).

In summary, the prior taxonomies either reveal the source or
the intent of sounds, but not both, which—as described in the
Introduction—is essential to accurately represent different sound
categories. Moreover, these taxonomies were built for 2D films
and games and have not considered virtual reality environments,
which includes other app categories beyond games (e.g., social apps,
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educational content, simulated experiences) and 3-D interactive
audio that reacts to the user’s position and actions instead of the
“locked-in” track in films and 2-D games [57]. Using interviews with
VR sound designers and an inventory of sound use in VR apps, we
investigate a sound taxonomy that is specifically tailored to VR, is
useful for DHH accessibility, and accounts for both the origin of
sound and its intended functionality.

2.3 VR Accessibility
Explorations of accessibility in VR have only recently gained trac-
tion. For example, the first two symposiums for virtual, augmented,
and mixed reality accessibility (XRAccess [58]) were held in 2019
and 2020. Informed by the symposium discussions, the World Wide
Web Consortium (W3C) published the first working draft of VR
accessibility requirements in Feb 2020 [59]; relevant needs for DHH
users include customizable subtitles, description of important sound
events, and availability of binaural audio recordings.

Prior efforts in VR accessibility have largely addressed people
with visual [46, 49, 55] or mobility impairments [17, 38]. For DHH
users, researchers have explored the design of specialized VR apps,
for example, to assist with storytelling [12, 48] or teaching [36, 40].
While not formally evaluated in the literature, some commercial
VR games also offer accessibility features for DHH users such as
subtitles [60] or sound source direction indicators [61]. By holisti-
cally characterizing sounds across VR apps, our work focuses on
mainstream VR accessibility, which has advantages of lower devel-
opment costs, increased availability, and better social acceptability
over specialized VR experiences; the latter risk stigmatization and
technology abandonment [39, 42, 45].

While not focused on VR, prior work has explored real-life sound
visualizations for augmented reality (AR)headsets, such as for show-
ing captions [20, 22, 41] or sound source direction [21]. While these
efforts may inform VR accessibility, sounds in VR differ from real-
life (due to presence of fictional and exaggerated real worlds) and
require a separate investigation from the use of sound in AR.

3 STUDY 1: DESIGN OF A TAXONOMY FOR
VR SOUNDS

To investigate how sounds are designed and used in VR, we con-
ducted a semi-structured interview with 10 VR sound designers.
By critically analyzing the responses, we articulated a taxonomy
that categorizes VR sounds according to two dimensions: sound
source and sound intent. Our choice of taxonomy generation was
empirical—instead of, for example, using a design framework (e.g.,
[5]) or analysis of prior work (e.g., [33])—because VR sound design
is still in its infancy and not much is known about VR sounds.

3.1 Method
Participants:We recruited 10 sound designers using professional
email lists and snowball sampling (Table 1). Although we did not
collect data on this, professional sound designers usually have
degrees in sound engineering, digital media, or game art and design
and have experience with audio editing and music production. All
designers were U.S. residents, were hearing, and had worked on at
least one publicly released VR project.

Table 1: Demographics of VR sound designers in Study 1.

ID Age Gender VR sound design
experience (in yrs.)

D1 49 male 5
D2 24 male 1.5
D3 26 female 4
D4 23 female 3
D5 29 female 5
D6 31 male 1
D7 43 male 6
D8 53 female 2
D9 33 male 2.5
D10 35 male 4

Procedure:Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, all interviews were
conducted over videoconference by a hard of hearing team mem-
ber2. To facilitate accessibility for the interviewer, a professional
transcriptionist attended all sessions. The interviewer asked about
the designers’ roles and responsibilities for up to three VR projects,
including the different sounds used (e.g., object sounds, people
sounds), different aspects of the sounds considered for the design
(e.g., spatial location, environmental effects), differences between
VR and non-VR sound design, accessibility considerations used
when designing sounds for VR apps, and audio design rules or
languages followed. The interviews lasted up to one hour and par-
ticipants were compensated $25.

Data analysis: We retained the professional interview tran-
scripts and used an open, axial, and selective coding process [10]
to generate the taxonomy and other relevant themes (e.g., sound
characteristics, sound design guidelines). One team member read
the transcripts and created open codes to summarize the data, re-
sulting in 17 codes for the taxonomy (e.g., speech, objects sound)
and 22 codes for other themes (e.g., audio file formats). The team
member then split, merged, and reorganized the open codes to form
meaningful relationships and to generate mutually exclusive taxon-
omy categories. For example, the “speech” category was split into
“localized speech” and “non-localized speech” to incorporate the
possible 3D spatial variation in speech (e.g., a character speaking
vs. ambient speech). Similarly, sounds from “non-speech human
activities” and “animal activities” were combined into “animate
objects” because of potential overlap between the two categories
(e.g., footsteps guidelines). This process generated 14 axial codes
for the taxonomy (e.g., localized speech) and 11 other axial codes
(e.g., technical aspects of audio). Finally, the axial codes were com-
bined into overarching themes, resulting in two dimensions for the
taxonomy (sound source and sound intent) and five other parent
themes (e.g., sound design guidelines, accessibility of VR apps). This
taxonomy, themes, and containing codes were then shared with
the other research team members for discussion and refinement
and example excerpts for each code were collected from the tran-
script. Once finalized, the taxonomy was verified with the 10 sound
designers over email.

2Both studies described in this paper were approved by our organization’s IRB.
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3.2 Findings
We describe the organization and characteristics of sounds in VR,
differences between VR and real-life sound design, standard ap-
proaches to VR sound design, and accessibility of sounds in existing
VR apps. These insights were compiled from 10 sound designers’
self-reports of about 25 VR apps they had worked on spanning mul-
tiple categories such as art (e.g., drawing tools), social (e.g., a virtual
meetup), travel (e.g., a city scene), games (e.g., shooting games),
sports (e.g., air hockey), and music (e.g., virtual concerts). Quotes
are drawn from the interview transcripts.

Organization of sounds in VR: We found that there is no
agreed-upon terminology or common language for describing
sounds in VR; consequently, each designer had to develop their
own sound categorization based on preferences and project needs.
D8 outlined this issue:

“We were trying to describe the sound when a car
engine sounded weird. [...] And we described it as a
“chuddering” sound. It sounded like an onomatopoeia
for it, but that is it. [...] No one else is going to know
it. That’s how a lot of audio stuff goes by in this field.
Because people name different things. And they don’t
have a common language for it. [...] And it is like a
big deal when someone comes up with a nice set of
12 terms to describe sounds in a concert hall. [...] This
should be a solved problem. But it is still a subject of
research.”

Nevertheless, through qualitative coding on the interview re-
sponses, we were able to arrive at a taxonomy of sounds that all 10
designers agreed with (when shown to them post-hoc over email).
The two dimensions of the taxonomy appear in Table 3 and are de-
scribed below. Similar to Stockburger [47], we use the term diegetic
sounds to refer to the sounds emanating from objects in the game
world (e.g., a river flowing) and non-diegetic sounds for sounds that
are played in the background (e.g., a background music).

Sound source: This dimension identifies the (virtual) source that
produced sound. The 9 categories include:

• Localized speech: spatially positioned speech (e.g., a character
speaking)

• Non-localized speech: ambient speech (e.g., a narrator, player
thinking aloud).

• Inanimate objects: sounds from non-living objects (e.g.,
weapons, appliances)

• Animate objects: non-speech sounds from living beings (e.g.,
footsteps, animal calls)

• Interaction sounds: sounds from interaction between multiple
objects (e.g., player touching a menu or punching an enemy)

• Point ambience: spatialized ambient sounds that are diegetic—
that is, belong to the game world (e.g., a river on one side of
the player)

• Surrounding ambience: diegetic non-spatialized ambient
sounds (e.g., a crowd)

• Notification sounds: non-diegetic critical alerts (e.g., low on
ammunition, end of a player’s turn).

• Music: non-diegetic background music
Note that these categories are mutually exclusive—for example,

“interaction sounds” (e.g., player touching a menu) and “inanimate

objects” (e.g., weapons) may appear to overlap with “notification
sounds” (e.g., end of a player’s turn, low on ammunition), but the
former two categories represent diegetic sounds [47] while the
latter are non-diegetic background sounds.

Sound intent: This dimension describes the intended functionality
of the sound. We detail the five categories below; the sixth category
in Table 3 was added after Study 2.

• Sounds for conveying critical information: all sounds that are
important for progression in an app (e.g., enemy footsteps,
low on ammunition, end of a player’s turn). For example,

"So the sounds of those mobs, the zombies and skeletons, are
very critical. Because you don’t want to get killed. So you have to
be able to hear the skeleton or zombie coming to you, and when
they are shooting at you. [. . .] And lava sounds are critical. Because
of course you get burnt when you go into the lava." (D9)

• Sounds for increasing realism: ambient or objects sounds that
increase immersion (e.g., river flowing, vehicles). For exam-
ple,

“if it’s [a] city, you will have a car and like traffic ambience
sounds. And if it’s like day or if it’s nighttime, the sound will be
different too. Day time has a crowd [...] people on [the] streets,
while nighttime is quiet.” (D10)

• Sounds for rhythm or movement: music in an exercise or
dancing app. For example,

"when doing aerobics, there are music beats like thic, thic, thic,
thic. . ." (D3)

• Sounds for generating an affective state: emotional sounds
(e.g., stressful sounds when approaching the end of a level,
calm music in a meditation app). For example,

“The music evolves depending on the intensity of the game. So,
level 1 will just be kind of ambient synth pads, just very slow string
or bass build up. There is no beat to it because nothing is too scary
yet. [...] And as you get more intense, there are percussion sounds.
Boom, boom, boom. And more instructions to build up that fullness.
But not too fast. And as you get intense, there’s like an electric rock
guitar coming in. And more beats and will be faster too. So, music
evolves with the emotion the player will be feeling.” (D4)

• Sounds for aesthetics or decoration: non-critical sounds that
increase beauty (e.g., background music, sounds accompany-
ing decorative visuals). For example,

“[In an art app,] we had an eraser. To make it cartoony and
playful and friendly, we added little effects: [...] kind of like pink
puffs coming off from behind it. And we used audio to give the
puffs a sense of tone.” (D3)

Sound Characteristics: Besides the sound categories, design-
ers also reported on characteristics of sounds they considered while
designing sounds in VR such as identity (e.g., footsteps, gunshot),
loudness, pitch, persistence, spatial location, priority, and environ-
mental effects (e.g., reverberation, spatial blend). We explain the
three less obvious terms (persistence, spatial location, and priority)
below.

Persistence refers to how long the sound is active. While most
sounds have realistic durations (e.g., a dog bark sound in VR will
resemble the duration of real dog’s barking), designers sometimes
increase persistence to gain the user’s attention. For example,
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“Sometimes in VR, you have something behind you
and you need to tell the person to look over there.
That’s when sound design sort of turns into like at-
tention design and it needs to be long enough of a
sound that they have time to not only attend to it but
interact with it or find it within this geography, right?
[...] For things that are in front of you, they can be
[of] short [duration], like a normal real [sound]. But if
it needs to be indicating something [important], you
need to play with duration or pitch [...] to indicate
that something needs your attention. So we use persis-
tent audio as opposed to transient audio. Sometimes
it is like a drone, or sometimes it is a loop. So like in
[a navigation app for blind users], the [directional]
beacon we use is a 3-second long asset that we just
loop, loop, loop. [...]” (D7)

Spatial location includes the sound’s point location and the
spread. For example,

"For the gondola app, the sound was coming from up
there to you. So, I assigned an attenuation curve from
the position of the sound emitter, the gondola, to the
listener. How much the sound decreased in the space.
[. . .] Plus there was wind and all so you will hear less
of it than in if it were in vacuum. . ." (D7)

Finally, priority conveys the importance of a sound. In case of
multiple simultaneous sounds, priority helps filter low-priority
sounds to prevent overwhelming the user or overloading the hard-
ware resources. For example,

Let’s say you [are in] a [sandbox game] world and you have like
100 sheep in front of you. [...] You have to prioritize what sounds
are more important than other sounds. You don’t want to overload
the CPU or overwhelm whoever is playing. So, for example, the
hostile mob sounds, you want to be able to hear it more clearly than
like the sheep’s footsteps sound, which are not really critical. [...]
So I would make the attenuation curve a little more aggressively
on the sheep’s footstep sounds, so you don’t really hear it. Unless
you are really close to the sheep...” (D4)

VR sounds vs. real-life sounds: To assess if we can apply de-
sign principles from prior work in real-life sound feedback to VR, we
also asked about similarities and differences between VR and real-
life sounds. The designers mentioned many differences between
VR and real-life sound design due to user experience adjustments,
hardware limitations, and because VR enables artificial experiences.
For user experience, D3 explained that since VR is a new technology,
users may not be able to distinguish sounds as well as in real-life:

“[During] the meetings in AltSpace [...], if somebody’s
[speech] volume is low, people can’t tell if they are
talking softly or are they far away? Whereas in the
real world [...], [they] can instantly tell if you are close
to [them] and are talking quietly, or you are far away.
[. . .] Our brains are good at prioritizing [...] [and]
saying oh, well, this thing is closer to me so I will
listen to this first. But that is hard to do in VR. I guess
it is so new and people are still getting to know it.
And then the speakers have all sorts of problems [...]
So it becomes really hard to do meetings if you have

100 avatars around you and everybody is talking at
the same time...”

Due to this limitation, designers make creative decisions for
sounds in VR to be more pleasant and manageable. For example,
related to the above quote, D3 added:

“So, we have a feature called a megaphone. And that
says nomatter how far you and I are, if you’re [looking
at] me, you hear me [. . .] at 100% volume. But if I am
looking elsewhere but still in your visual range, then
volume is maybe 20% less. [...] And if I am [behind
you], but still near, maybe the volume you hear is 50%
less.”

Another related adjustment is to convey only a few selected
sounds in a busy scene to reduce cognitive overload. For example,

“We have to be super careful about like oh, you know
when the user is shooting, then everything else will
have to be reduced by a certain decibel to keep the
experience clean. [...] It is still chaotic, but you want
them to be able to focus, like [if] it is only these two
that are fighting, then everything else will have to be
quieter.” (D2)

Finally, to keep the experience more engaging, sounds are some-
times designed to be more aesthetically pleasing than in real-life.
D8 explains this:

“A lot of rooms sound boring [in real-life]. So, part
of what the sound designer is sometimes doing is
creating a sound model that isn’t strictly related to
the real physics [...] to create a sound that is par-
tially grounded in reality but which sounds more
compelling. You [. . .] take the physical model and
sort of modify it artistically.”

Besides user experience, hardware limitations such as limited
frequency range, limited audio channels, and less computing power
(CPU/GPU) also force designers to make adjustments that deviate
from real-life sounds:

“You’re playing amobile [VR] game, you are not going
to have a very nice headphone, like HTC Vive so you
kind of have to make sure that the frequency range
works for your crappy little speaker on your mobile
phone. Or the earbuds or AirPods. So, I wouldn’t use
very low frequency heavy sounds. [...] And I wouldn’t
like too sharp of a sound because mobile speakers
already make sounds a little sharp-y. So, I would cut
high frequencies.” (D4)

Beyond depicting reality, VR can enable artificial experiences,
and in the absence of other modalities (e.g., touch, smell) adding
some creative Foley sounds [52] helps make those experiences
immersive. For example,

“If in VR I tap, and a panel pops up. There are no real-
life [objects] that I can relate to [for] tapping. [...] You
are tapping air... So, any time when you are tapping
air, you do want the user to feel the satisfaction of
hitting a button and it is kind of hard to achieve. [...]”
(D6)
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Another example relates to unrealistic motions in VR, which
requires unrealistic sound designs:

“For VR, because you have the controllers in your
hand, you can teleport and like jump — so if you are
implementing music, you would have to interpolate
things differently than you would in AR [augmented
reality] where you don’t expect people to hop. [...]
You want [the sounds before/after a jump in VR] to
feel more naturalistic, like with the sky view thing
where we were [...] in Sweden trying to tell these
really naturalistic stories and we were hoping that
you will almost forget that you had headphones on
because the idea was like you are here, looking at the
gondola at a distance and we want to kind of almost
transport you naturalistically inside that [gondola]
for 30 seconds and then teleport you back and then
you can listen to another story.” (D2)

This example also highlights that, due to the ability to teleport in
VR, VR sound design may also differ not only from real-life sounds
but also from sounds for other related technologies such as AR
(augmented reality) and MR (mixed reality).

Sound Design Guidelines: When asked about any standard
sound design guidelines, designers mentioned that some standards
exist for technical aspects of the audio, such as file-formats (e.g., raw
or compressed), audio profiles (e.g., HRTF [53]), channels (stereo,
mono, surround, binaural, and 3D), broadcast standards [11] (e.g.,
LKFS, LUFS), volume standards, and frequency standards. However,
when asked about any creative design standards for VR audio (e.g.,
how to design for multiple sounds, how best to position audio in 3D
space), designers could not recall any. Since VR is a new technology,
each designer has developed their own sound design practices:

“I am not aware of any creative design standards—it’s
just from my own experience working with audio.
[. . .] It feels like every product I am trying to come
up with my own standard and my own guidelines and
so there has never been any repeats because the VR
platform has been developing.” (D2)

The varied sound design practices imply that designing scalable
visual/haptic feedback for sounds in VR may be difficult unless
developer-specific customization options are incorporated.

Accessibility of VR Apps: Finally, we asked if designers had
incorporated or thought about accessibility for their VR apps. Three
designers had worked on specialized VR apps for people with visual
impairment, two mentioned working in a team that designed a
modified controller for people with limited mobility, and D6 had
added a feature to customize the number of overlapping sounds in
a mainstream app for users with cognitive disabilities. However, no
participants have worked on accessibility features for DHH users.
When asked for reasoning, D4 mentioned that as a sound designer,
she tends to focus on accessibility for visually impaired people, and
that accessibility for DHH users is “maybe the job for visual artists
who are visually oriented people.”

However, since deafness occurs on a spectrum [6], sound design-
ers can indeed offer some customization features for people who
have partial hearing such as frequency modulation or volume atten-
uation. When this was mentioned to the designers, they responded

positively and asked for more guidelines on adding accessibility
features for DHH people. For example:

“You bring up a good point. [...] I wish there were
more guidelines for sound designers to understand
what things we should be careful of. For example, as
you brought up, I would love to limit my frequency
range or offer volume customization options, so it is
more accessible. I wish somebody had told me this
before. . ..” (D4)

Discussion: Our findings from interviews with 10 VR sound
designers reinforce the need to support sound accessibility in VR
for DHH people. To enable the design of future accessible solutions,
we characterized how sounds are used in VR through a novel sound
taxonomy. In contrast to past work on movie and game sounds
[14, 15], our taxonomy articulates both the source of the sound
and the intent of the sound, which allows capturing of nuanced
sound meaning (e.g., a character’s speech (a sound source) could
convey critical information or could be a street noise for increasing
realism). We also presented the difference between VR and real-life
sound design to assess the extent to which real-life sound feedback
designs (e.g., [21, 30]) might be leveraged for VR. For example, if
a VR experience involves teleportation, the soundscape will not
be continuous, and the time-series visualizations (e.g., waveforms)
may not work. Similarly, because VR involves aesthetic sounds (e.g.,
Foley sounds [52]), using a real-life sound classifier (e.g., [24, 25]) in
VR may be infeasible as the classifier may not accurately identify all
sounds. Moreover, we found that designers have varied approaches
to VR sound design. Thus, designing scalable prototypes for sound
accessibility may be difficult, and these prototypes may require
developer-specific customization. On the other hand, some techni-
cal aspects of VR sound design (e.g., file formats) have standardized
representations, which will help with prototype scalability (e.g.,
a visual waveform generator need only work with standard file
formats). Next, we present our evaluation of the taxonomy.

4 STUDY 2: EVALUATION OF THE
TAXONOMY

To evaluate our taxonomy of sound source and sound intent and to
assess how sounds are used across different VR apps, we performed
an analysis of sounds in 33 VR apps.

4.1 Method
Procedure: To incorporate a diversity of apps, we selected 10 dis-
tinct VR app categories from theOculus store [62] (Table 2). For each
category, we selected five apps (total 50). We then recruited eight
hearing HCI researchers through social media. These researchers
pre-owned a VR headset: a recruitment criterion set by our team
since COVID-19 social distancing requirements prevented people
from using shared equipment or visiting our lab. Each researcher
selected a non-overlapping set of 3-5 apps of their choice from
the list of 50 Oculus store apps and used each app for about 30
minutes. A spreadsheet template was used to document any sounds
encountered while using the app by pausing the app after every five
minutes or after the end of an event (e.g., at the end of a shooting
round). The spreadsheet also enabled participants to categorize each
sound within our sound taxonomy as well as report on whether a
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Table 2: The 33 VR apps in 10 categories analyzed for sounds in Study 2.

Social Sports &
Fitness

Music &
Rhythm

Shooting
Games

Racing
Games

Puzzle Games Relax &
Meditate

Travel &
Discovery

Art &
Creativity

Movies &
Media

AltSpace Creed Dance
Central

SuperHot Rush Minecraft Tripp Star Chart Tilt Brush FireFox
VR

Puppet
Fever

Premium
Bowling

Beat Saber Robo
Recall

Project
Cars

Vacation
Simulator

Guided
Mediation

Ocean Rift Kingspray
Graffiti

The Under
Presents

SculptrVR Eleven:
Table
Tennis VR

Thumper Arizona
Sunshine

Ultrawings Keep Talking
& Nobody
Explodes

Where
Thoughts
Go

Apollo 11 Pottery
VR

Spice &
Wolf VR

Dead &
Buried

Google
Earth

Half life

soundwas accompanied by a visual and/or haptic feedback, whether
it was spatialized, and any open-ended comments on noteworthy
characteristics of a sound (e.g., persistent vs. a discrete sound). In
total, participants analyzed 33 VR apps (Table 2).

Data analysis: We performed thematic analysis on the open-
ended comments and summarized other responses using descriptive
statistics. For thematic analysis, we followed a similar procedure as
described earlier for Study 1. One team member read the spread-
sheet and created 13 open codes to summarize the data. The team
member then reorganized the open codes to generate seven axial
codes, which were further combined into three overarching themes.
The themes and codes were verified with other team members and
sound examples were collected for each code. For other responses,
we used automatic spreadsheet functions to calculate the number of
sounds of each category from our taxonomy, percentage of sounds
in each category that were accompanied by visual/haptic feedback,
and percentage of spatialized sounds within each category.

4.2 Findings
We summarize the taxonomizing process and the specific results
based on sound source and intent.

Taxonomizing process: Participants reported a total of 267
sounds in 33 VR apps. When fitting these sounds to our taxon-
omy, nearly all sounds (265/267) were categorized using the “sound
source” dimension; the two uncategorized sounds were: “an ambi-
ent sound during the auction process” (P1, Pottery VR) and “a whoosh
sound when the app starts” (P8, SculptrVR). On following up, P1
reported that that they were unclear on whether the auction sound
belonged to “surrounding ambience” (diegetic) or “music” (non-
diegetic), and P8 was confused between “notification sounds” and
“surrounding ambience” for the whoosh sound; this reveals a poten-
tial uncertainty in our taxonomy.

For the “sound intent” dimension, 41/267 sounds (15.4%) were
not categorized (i.e., marked as “other”). We performed a post-hoc
investigation of the uncategorized sounds, finding that these sounds
reflected another possible category in VR—that is, interactions that
are not critical to game progression such as “picking up a deco-
rative object.” Thus, we revised the taxonomy by adding another

category to this dimension—that is, “sounds for non-critical inter-
action” (Table 3), and asked participants to reanalyze the VR apps.
Subsequently, all sounds were successfully categorized.

Results for “sound source” dimension: For each sound cat-
egory, we report on the total number of sounds, the type of apps
the sounds were common in, and whether the sounds were ac-
companied by visual and/or haptic feedback. Overall, interaction
sounds (e.g., picking up an object, clicking a menu) (27.7%) were the
most common followed by inanimate objects (e.g., weapons, sports
equipment) (18.7%), notification sounds (e.g., low on ammunition)
(13.1%), and surrounding ambience (e.g., forest sounds, fan in a
room) (13.1%) (Table 3).

Surprisingly, music (9.0%) was less reported overall, despite being
present in nearly all apps (29/33). On investigating this, we realized
that while our analysis reported on the number of different sounds
of each category, it failed to account for temporal spans of these
sounds. Specifically, the counts of music sounds were low because
they were of lesser variety, despite a greater temporal span. This
is also corroborated by P4: “music was very central to this app to
simulate [a] meditation experience. But for the most part I think there
was only [one] background music clip.”

To assess if the sound information could be accessed through
other ways for DHH users, we also asked about whether a sound
was accompanied by a complementary visual or haptic feedback. For
visual cues, interaction sounds, point ambience, and object-based
sounds were—by definition—always visible by their location in the
space (89.8%) unless they were outside the field-of-view (10.2%).
Critical notification sounds were also commonly accompanied by a
visual cue (71.4%). For example, “when you knock out your opponent,
there is a high-pitched ambient sound and red streaks. . .” (P5, Creed).

In contrast, surrounding ambience (17.1%) and music sounds
(13.3%) were rarely visible except when a subtle visual indication
was shown such as “leaves rustling” (P7) or “crickets chirping” (P4),
or in music-based instruction apps, such as Dance Central, where
an instructor “dancing to the rhythm of the music” (D1) is shown.

Moreover, while speech sounds were rarely transcribed, the
amount of complementary visual cues was higher than expected
(localized speech: 58.8%, non-localized speech: 50.0%) because, for
this category, participants reported on any cues that gave an in-
dication that a character was speaking, such as “face movement”
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Table 3: Results of Study 2 for our sound taxonomy, detailing the percentages of each sound type in the 33 VR apps (%Count),
and the percentage of sounds within each type that are accompanied by a visual feedback (%Visual), haptic feedback (%Haptic),
both (%Both), or any (%Any).

Sound Source %Count %Visual%Haptic%Both %Any Sound Intent %Count %Visual%Haptic%Both %Any

Localized speech 6.4 58.8 0.0 0.0 58.8 For critical
information

37.8 63.4 2.0 21.8 87.1

Non-localized
speech

2.2 50.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 Increasing realism 26.2 44.3 2.9 12.9 60.0

Animate objects 3.4 66.7 11.1 0.0 77.8 Rhythm or
movement

2.2 100.0 0.0 0.0 100.0

Inanimate objects 18.7 60.0 4.0 22.0 86.0 Affective state 4.9 15.4 0.0 0.0 15.4
Notification
sounds

13.1 71.4 2.9 22.9 86.0 Aesthetics or
decoration

13.5 30.6 0.0 2.8 33.3

Interaction sounds 27.7 59.4 1.4 24.6 97.1 Non-critical
interaction

15.4 53.7 4.9 17.1 75.6

Surrounding
ambience

13.1 17.1 2.9 5.7 25.7

Point ambience 6.4 79.4 0.0 5.9 85.3
Music 9.0 13.3 0.0 0.0 13.3

(P3) or “gestures” (P1). But only one of the apps (Guided Meditation)
displayed transcription for some speech: “the person was asking me
which meditation to try and the same instructions were also [shown
as text] on the top of the screen.” (P4).

In terms of haptics, sounds were rarely augmented by a high-
attentional haptic feedback unless they were important, such as
critical notification sounds (e.g., low on ammunition, crossing a
finish line), weapon sounds in shooting games, or critical interaction
sounds. For example, “on bomb blast, my controllers vibrate for a
couple seconds.” (P1, Keep Talking and Nobody Explodes).

Results for “sound intent” dimension: As expected, sounds
for conveying critical information (e.g., enemy footsteps, low am-
munition) (37.8%) and increasing realism (e.g., river flowing, bird
chirping) (26.2%) were the most commonly present (Table 3). Be-
cause of their importance, critical information sounds were also
mostly accompanied by a redundant visual or haptic modality
(87.1%) (e.g., “birds can be seen” – P5, “smoke from tires screeching”
– P8). For sounds that increase realism, two categories emerged:
spatialized point ambience, which were mostly shown visually, and
non-spatialized surrounding ambience, which were rarely shown.

In closing, while useful in some cases, we emphasize that pres-
ence of a complementary visual or haptic modality does not neces-
sarily make an app fully accessible—as is corroborated by P1 and
P8:

“Ball is [visually] seen to be bouncing on the sur-
face or hitting on a player’s bat, but audio helps a lot
when playing fast. It helps quickly recognize when
the opponent has hit the ball, and the intensity of the
[opponent’s] shot. Then, I can plan my next actions
beforehand. This is critical for fast playing games.”
(P1, Eleven Table Tennis VR).
“I can see smoke from tire screeching [a visual feed-
back] but the loud uncomfortable screeching sound
itself is the main thing that tells me, you know, that I

need to steer my car right, otherwise it may break. . .”
(P8, Project Cars).

Discussion: Our revised taxonomy was able to classify all 267
sounds reported in the 33 VR apps within the sound intent di-
mension and nearly all sounds (265/267) within the sound source
dimension. We also found that interaction sounds, inanimate ob-
jects, and notification sounds were the most commonly present for
the sound source dimension, and that critical information sounds
and realism sounds were common for the sound intent dimension.
As DHH individuals have varying hearing levels [6, 27], all sound
types should be considered for designing accessible visual/haptic
augmentations. Nevertheless, our findings show that some sounds
may be more vital to the VR experience than others and should
be prioritized. For example, critical information sounds—such as
for notification purposes—are vital to progression in a VR app and
need to have an accessible representation. Similarly, surrounding
ambience sounds are rarely augmented by an alternative feedback
modality and could be important to represent accessibly for indi-
viduals with partial hearing.

5 DISCUSSION
Too often, accessibility is only considered as an afterthought, re-
sulting in inaccessible or sub-par user experiences [51]. As Mott
et al. point out in their recent position paper [34], VR technolo-
gies are at a crossroads in time where there is still an opportunity
to codify accessibility best-practices for this emerging medium.
While researchers have begun to consider making VR accessible to
those with diverse visual [46, 49, 55] and motor [38] abilities, the
needs of DHH users in VR are as-yet-unexplored. In this work, we
have presented the first comprehensive look at sound in VR with
an eye toward supporting sound accessibility for DHH end-users.
Our contributions include (1) a novel taxonomy that articulates
both the source and intent of sounds in VR (and can be useful for
DHH accessibility), and (2) empirical insights on sound design and
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sound accessibility in VR. Here, we discuss limitations and further
implications of our work.

5.1 Towards VR Sound Accessibility
The two dimensions of our taxonomy (sound source and intent, Ta-
ble 3) as well as the VR sound characteristics uncovered from Study
1 (identity, spatial location, loudness, pitch, persistence, priority,
and environmental effects) can be leveraged to develop visual and
haptic sound feedback for DHH users. Future work can use our
findings to scaffold investigation of interfaces that map different
sound categories to different forms of feedback (e.g., ambient sounds
can be conveyed using subtle haptic sensations on the body, object
sounds can be notified using visual animations). A key design con-
sideration will be avoiding cognitive overload, particularly when
visual and haptic feedback are jointly delivered (e.g., in a busy VR
scene). One possibility is to use high-attentional haptic feedback
to deliver low-bandwidth sound alerts (e.g., loudness) and high-
bandwidth visual feedback to convey additional sound information
(e.g., identity).

Besides designing visual and haptic substitutions, sound itself
can be attenuated for accessibility. Deafness occurs on a spectrum
[6] and many DHH people would benefit from features such as cus-
tomizing the frequencies of VR sounds (to accommodate varying
frequency hearing loss), independently customizing the volume of
foreground and background sounds, and background noise cancel-
lation.

5.2 Applications for Other Domains
While we targeted accessibility for DHH users, our work also has
applications for other domains. For example, our taxonomy can help
sound designers organize sounds during production, invent new
sound effects, and design new sonic interactions for less explored
sounds (e.g., rhythm and movement, point ambience; see Table 3).
Our findings on accessible VR representations can also benefit users
who are hearing or have other disabilities, particularly in cases of
situational impairments [44] and cognitive overload (e.g., when
using a noisy VR app for extended periods).

5.3 Further Evaluations
Our findings on sound accessibility in VR are based on qualitative
studies with sound designers and HCI researchers. While valuable,
future work should extend these findings by conducting scenario-
based controlled studies with both hearing and DHH users (e.g.,
[56]) to determine how the original VR experience (e.g., immersion,
game challenge) changes for DHH users. We could not conduct
such a study because the prevalence of VR headset ownership is low
(and even lower among the DHH population due to inaccessibility)
and COVID-19 social distancing prevented us from conducting
in-person evaluations. Still, our work was informed by the VR
experiences of our two DHH paper authors (including the lead
researcher), and future work should continue to involve the DHH
population in different stages of research.

5.4 Limitations
We acknowledge our work may not be desired by all DHH people,
since not all DHH people want sound feedback. At the same time,

we argue that the DHH community is broad [6] and past large-
scale surveys with DHH people [2, 13] as well as the experiences
of our DHH authors suggest that many DHH people do appreciate
sound information. Nevertheless, future work should also investi-
gate non-sound related accessibility features for DHH users such
as background blurring to focus visual attention [63].

Furthermore, while our taxonomy was able to conceptualize VR
sounds accurately and semantically across a variety of app cate-
gories, we do not claim that it is exhaustive or the only way of
categorizing sounds in VR. Indeed, as our findings show, VR sound
design technology is still in its infancy, and as technologies evolve,
so should related ontologies. We welcome future work that refines,
extends, or reimagines our taxonomy. One potential improvement
area is to investigate a better separation of speech vs. music sounds
(e.g., a character singing could arguably be classified as either, al-
though our Study 2 participants categorized all singing sounds as
speech).

6 CONCLUSION
Ensuring that mainstream VR applications are accessible to peo-
ple with a spectrum of hearing capabilities is an important and
largely unexplored research challenge [34]. In this paper, we used
interviews with sound designers and analysis of status quo VR apps
to formally characterize sounds and sound accessibility in VR as
well as lay a groundwork for progress toward approaches for ac-
cessible sound representations in this emerging medium. Our work
advances sound accessibility in VR by articulating a novel taxon-
omy of VR sounds and providing empirical insights into sound
design in VR.
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